We determine both the quantum and the private capacities of low-noise quantum channels to leading orders in the channel's distance to the perfect channel. It has been an open problem for more than 20 years to determine the capacities of some of these low-noise channels such as the depolarizing channel.
Introduction
Any point-to-point communication link can be modeled as a quantum channel N from a sender to a receiver. Of fundamental interest are the capacities of N to transmit data of various types such as quantum, private, or classical data. Informally, the capacity of N to transmit a certain type of data is the optimal rate at which that data can be transmitted with high fidelity given an asymptotically large number of uses of N . Capacities of a channel quantify its value as a communication resource.
In the classical setting, the capacity of a classical channel N to transmit classical data is given by Shannon's noisy coding theorem [20] . While operationally, the capacity-achieving error correcting codes may have increasingly large block lengths, the capacity can be expressed as a single letter formula: it is the maximum correlation between input and output that can be generated with a single channel use, where correlation is measured by the mutual information.
In the quantum setting, the capacity of a quantum channel N to transmit quantum data, denoted Q(N ), is given by the LSD theorem [17, 21, 4] . A capacity expression is found, but it involves a quantity optimized over an unbounded number of uses of the channel. This quantity, when optimized over n channel uses, is called the n-shot coherent information. Dividing the n-shot coherent information by n and taking the limit n → ∞ gives the capacity. For special channels called
In this paper, we consider the quantum capacity of "low-noise quantum channels" that are close to the identity channel, and investigate how close the capacity is to the 1-shot coherent information. It has been unclear whether we should expect substantial nonadditivity of coherent information for such channels. On the one hand, all known degenerate codes that provide a boost to quantum capacity first encode one logical qubit into a small number of physical qubits, which incurs a significant penalty in rate. This would seem to preclude any benefit in the regime where the 1-shot coherent information is already quite high. On the other hand, we have no effective methods for evaluating the n-letter coherent information for large n, and there may well exist new types of coding strategies that incur no such penalty in the large n regime.
We prove in this paper that to linear order in the noise parameter, the quantum capacity of any low-noise channel is its 1-shot coherent information (see Theorem 12) . Consequently, degenerate codes cannot improve the rates of these channels up to the same order. For the special cases of the qubit depolarizing channel, the mixed Pauli channel and their qudit generalizations, we show that the quantum capacity and the 1-shot coherent information agree to even higher order (see Theorem 14) .
Our findings extend to the private capacity P(N ) of a quantum channel N , which displays similar complexities to the quantum capacity. The private capacity is equal to the regularized private information [4] , but the private information is not additive ( [23, 16, 25] ). In [10] , the private capacity, which is never smaller than the quantum capacity, is found to be positive for some channels that have no quantum capacity. The authors also characterize the type of noise that hurts quantum transmission and that can be "shielded" from corrupting private data. In [15] , channels are found with almost no quantum capacity but maximum private capacity. Meanwhile, for degrad-able channels, the private capacity is again equal to the 1-shot coherent information [22] . This coincidence of P and Q for degradable channels means that our findings for the quantum capacity can be carried over to private capacity fairly easily. In the low-noise regime the private capacity is also equal to the 1-shot coherent information to linear order in the noise parameter, and is equal to the quantum capacity in the same order (see Theorems 12 and 14) . Consequently, shielding provides little benefit.
Our results follow closely the approach in [29] . Consider a channel N and its complementary channel N c . The channel N is degradable if there is another channel M (called a degrading map) such that M • N = N c . Instead of measuring how close N is to some degradable channel, [29] considers how close M • N can be to N c when optimizing over all channels M, a measure we call the degradability parameter of N . Furthermore, this distance between N c and M • N as well as the best approximate degrading map M can be obtained via semidefinite programming. Continuity results, relative to the case as if N is degradable, can then be obtained similarly to [14] . This new bound in [29] limits the difference between the 1-shot coherent information and the quantum capacity to O(η log η) where η is the degradability parameter. Note that η log η does not have a finite slope at η = 0 but it goes to zero faster than η b for any b < 1. While this method does not yield explicit upper bounds, once a channel of interest is fixed, it is fairly easy to evaluate the degradability parameter (via semidefinite programming) and the resulting capacity bounds numerically.
The primary contribution in this paper is an analytic proof of a surprising fact that, for low-noise channels whose diamond-norm distance to being noiseless is ε, the degradability parameter η grows at most as fast as O(ε 1.5 ), rendering the gap O(η log η) between the 1-shot coherent information and the quantum or private capacity only sublinear in ε (see Theorem 11) . For the qubit depolarizing channel and its various generalizations, we improve the analytic bound of η to O(ε 2 ) (see Theorem 13) . Furthermore, for both results, we provide constructive approximate degrading maps and explain why they work well.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we explain both our notations and prior results relevant to our discussion. We present our results for a general low-noise channel in Section 3 and for the depolarizing channel in Section 4.1 (with the various generalizations in Section 4.2). We conclude with some extensions and implications of our results in Section 5.
Background
In this paper we only consider finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. For a Hilbert space H, we denote by B(H) the set of linear operators on H. We write M A for operators defined on a Hilbert space H A associated with a quantum system A. We denote by I A the identity operator on H A , and by id A the identity map on B(H A ). We denote the dimension of A by |A| = dim H A . A (quantum) state ρ A on a quantum system A is a positive semidefinite operator with unit trace, that is, ρ A ≥ 0 and tr ρ A = 1.
Quantum channels
Any point-to-point communication link that transmits an input to an output state can be modeled as a quantum channel. Mathematically, a quantum channel is a linear, completely positive, and trace-preserving map N from B(H A ) to B(H B ). We often use the shorthand N : A → B. If a channel N ′ : A → B ′ acts as N followed by an isometry from B to B ′ , then we call N ′ equivalent to N . This is an equivalence relation on the set of quantum channels, and for a given channel N all analysis of interest in this paper applies to any channel in the equivalence class of N . We summarize two useful representations for quantum channels in the following [18, 33] .
For every quantum channel N : A → B there is an isometric extension V : H A → H B ⊗ H E for some auxiliary Hilbert space H E associated with some environment system E, such that N (ρ A ) = tr E (Vρ A V † ) [27] . The isometric extension is also called the Stinespring dilation, and this representation is sometimes called the unitary representation. Note that the isometric extension is unique up to left multiplication by some unitary on E, and this degree of freedom does not affect most analysis of interest. Physically, the isometric extension distributes the input to B and E jointly, and the channel N is noisy because the information in E is no longer accessible. The complementary channel N c : A → E of N with respect to a specific isometric extension V is defined by N c (ρ A ) := tr B (Vρ A V † ). Note that all channels complementary to N are equivalent.
The second representation we use is the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism. It is a bijection J from the set of quantum channels N : A → B to the set of positive operators
The diamond norm and the continuity of the isometric extension
For an operator M ∈ B(H) we define the trace norm M 1 , the operator norm M ∞ , and the max norm M max as follows:
Note that the max norm is basis-dependent, unlike the trace and the operator norms.
We now discuss the distance measure we use for channels. For a linear map Φ : B(H) → B(K) between Hilbert spaces H and K, we define its diamond norm by
where id C n denotes the identity map on C n . It suffices to take n as large as dim(H) in the above optimization so that the maximum can be attained. When applied to the difference of two channels N 1 − N 2 , the diamond norm has a simple operational meaning: it is twice the maximum of the trace distance of the two output states (id C n ⊗N i )(M) (for i = 1, 2) created by the two channels on the best common input M, in the presence of an ancillary space C n . The trace distance of two states in turn signifies their distinguishability [9] . We summarize two characterizations of the diamond norm, a method to upper bound it, and a continuity result for the isometric extension in the rest of this subsection.
First, the diamond norm N 1 − N 2 ⋄ of the difference of two quantum channels N 1 : A → B and N 2 : A → B can be computed by solving the following semidefinite program (SDP) [31] :
Second, the diamond norm of a linear CP map Θ (which is not necessarily trace-preserving) can be rewritten as ( [32] Thm. 6):
where the maximum is over density matrices ρ 1 and ρ 2 on the input system A of the map Θ.
We prove the following technical lemma that upper bounds the diamond norm of an arbitrary linear CP map (which need not be trace preserving) using the max norm of its Choi matrix:
Proof. We start with the second characterization of the diamond norm in (3) above, and let σ 1 and σ 2 be states on A achieving the maximum in (3), such that
Furthermore, we employ the fact that the trace distance can be expressed as [18] 
where the maximum is over unitary operators U. Let V be a unitary operator achieving the above maximum in (4). We then have
where π B = I B /|B|, and we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product X, Y := tr(X † Y) in the first inequality, and the identity
in the second inequality. To bound the operator norm of J ≡ J (Θ) in (5), let n = |A||B| and λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n be the eigenvalues of J in descending order, and observe that we have
Hence, J (Θ) ∞ ≤ |A| |B| J (Θ) max , which together with (5) proves the claim.
Corollary 2. If Θ is a CP map whose Choi matrix has coefficients O(p
We also use the following continuity result for the isometric extensions for channels [11] :
where the infimum is over isometric extensions V i of N i for i = 1, 2, respectively.
A simple consequence of Theorem 3 is that for two quantum channels that are close in the diamond norm, their complementary channels can be made similarly close to one another:
Quantum and private capacities and approximate degradability
The coherent information of a state ρ A through a channel N : A → B is defined as
where S(σ) := − tr σ log σ denotes the von Neumann entropy of σ, and log is base 2 throughout this paper. Note that the coherent information is independent of the choice of the complementary channel. The coherent information can be interpreted as follows. Let |ψ A ′ A be a purification of
is the quantum mutual information between A ′ and B, and similarly for I(A ′ : E), and the mutual information is evaluated on the state id A ′ ⊗N (|ψ ψ| A ′ A ). The coherent information of N , also called the 1-shot coherent information, is the maximum over all input states,
The quantum capacity theorem [17, 21, 4] establishes that the quantum capacity of N is given by the following regularized formula:
where the second equality follows from Fekete's lemma [7] . In general, the regularization in (6) is necessary, and renders the quantum capacity intractable to compute for most channels [6, 3] . However, for the class of degradable channels [5] , the formula (6) (n) c (N ) = nI c (N ) [5] . As a result, the limit in (6) is unnecessary, and we have
Moreover, for a degradable channel N the coherent information I c (ρ A ; N ) is concave in the input state ρ A [34] , and thus I c (N ) can be efficiently computed using standard optimization techniques.
Since degradable channels have nice properties that allow us to determine their quantum capacity, we might ask if some of these properties are approximately satisfied by channels that are "almost" degradable. Reference [29] formalized this idea by considering how close M • N can be made to N c when optimizing over the channel M. 
The degradability parameter dg(N ) of N is defined as the minimal η such that (7) holds for some quantum channel M : B → E, and N is degradable if dg(N ) = 0.
Note that every quantum channel is 2-degradable, since N 1 − N 2 ⋄ ≤ 2 for any two quantum channels N 1 and N 2 . The SDP (2) for the diamond norm can be used to express the degradability parameter dg(N ) of Definition 5 as the solution of the following SDP [29] :
minimize: 2µ
The bipartite operator Y BE above corresponds to the Choi matrix of the approximate degrading map M : B → E.
While a degradable channel has capacity equal to the 1-shot coherent information, an η-degradable channel N has capacity differing from the 1-shot coherent information at most by a vanishing function of η: 
is the binary entropy function, and |E| is the Choi rank of N .
The private capacity of N , denoted by P(N ), is the capacity of N to transmit classical data with vanishing probability of error such that the state in the joint environment of all channel uses has vanishing dependence on the input. The capacity expression is found to be the regularized private information for N in [4] , but the private information is not additive ( [23, 16, 25] ). For degradable channels, P(N ) = I c (N ), and there is a continuity result similar to Theorem 6:
where |E| and h are as defined in Theorem 6.
General low-noise channel
Throughout this paper we focus on low-noise channels, by which we mean a channel N that has isomorphic input and output spaces A and B and approximates the noiseless (or identity) channel in the diamond norm, N − id A ⋄ ≤ ε, where ε > 0 is a small positive parameter.
Deviation of quantum capacity from 1-shot coherent information
We start from Theorem 6 in Section 2.3, which gives a "continuity bound" on the difference between the quantum capacity and the 1-shot coherent information for an arbitrary channel N with degradability parameter dg(N ) = η:
where
satisfying lim η→0 f 1 (η) = 0.
If N is "almost" degradable, then η ≈ 0. To investigate the behavior of f 1 (η) in this regime, we keep the η log η terms in f 1 (η) (knowing that these will dominate for small η), and develop the rest in a Taylor series around 0. For example, the first binary entropy term is expanded as
The second binary entropy term (including the prefactor) is expanded as
The quadratic contributions cancel out in an expansion of f 1 (η), and including the two linear terms in (9) gives
It follows that for small η the function f 1 (η) is dominated by g(η) := − η log η which has infinite slope at η = 0:
Hence, without further information on η, Theorem 6 does not give a tight approximation of the quantum capacity relative to the 1-shot coherent information.
Instead, we consider a scenario in which the channel N (p) depends on some underlying noise parameter p ∈ [0, 1] and η = dg(N (p)) ≤ cp r where r > 1 and c is a constant. (Note that f 1 (η) increases with η for small η, so, it suffices to consider η = cp r .) In this case, the approximation implied by Theorem 6 becomes extremely useful -we will show that the upper bound
) is now tangent to the 1-shot coherent information I c (N (p)).
Lemma 8. If r > 1 and c is a constant, then
d dp f 1 (cp r )
Proof. From (11) and the chain rule, we obtain d dp
Hence, lim p→0 d dp g(cp r ) = 0 for any r > 1. Finally, d dp
= 0 as claimed. For the private capacity, we have the following from Theorem 7:
In a similar way as above, we can derive the following: 
Our main contribution in this paper is to note that many interesting channels N satisfying N − id ⋄ = O(p) have dg(N ) = O(cp r ) for some r > 1 and a constant c, such that Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 apply. In the following subsection, we prove that any channel N which is ε-close to the identity in the diamond norm has dg(N ) ≤ 2ε 1.5 . Furthermore, in Section 4 we improve the exponent to r = 2 for the Pauli channels.
Degrading a low-noise channel with its complementary channel
Low-noise channels as defined at the beginning of this section are natural examples of "almost" degradable channels, since the identity channel is trivially degradable: its degrading map is given by its complementary channel id c (·) = tr(·)|0 0| E that outputs a fixed state to the environment. This suggests that the same holds approximately for low-noise channels, i.e., a channel N that is ε-close to the identity should be approximately degraded by its complementary channel N c . Indeed, one of the main results of this paper, Theorem 11 below, shows that a channel N with N − id ⋄ ≤ ε is 2ε 3/2 -approximately degradable with respect to its complementary channel. We prove later (Theorem 15 in Section 4) that the dependence on ε can be improved to quadratic order for the class of Pauli channels. 
Proof. Let ρ be a quantum state achieving the maximum in the definition (1) of the diamond norm
. This is a traceless, Hermitian operator that can be expressed as
where ∑ i λ i = 0 since δ is traceless, and ∑ i |λ i | ≤ ε since N − id ⋄ ≤ ε. Furthermore, we have tr 2 δ = tr 2 ρ − tr 2 (id ⊗N (ρ)) = 0 due to N being trace-preserving, and hence,
Using the triangle inequality for the trace distance, we bound
where the complementary channel id c of the identity map is the completely depolarizing channel id c (X) = tr(X)|0 0|, defined in terms of some pure state |0 of the environment of N . For the first term in (13), we have by another application of the triangle inequality that
where in the second inequality we used the following bound that holds for all i and follows from Corollary 4:
For the second term in (13), we have
by (12) , and hence, id ⊗ id c (δ) 1 = 0. This concludes the proof.
Combining Theorem 11 with Lemma 9 and 10, we obtain the following main result:
Recall that ε log ε goes to zero faster than ε b for any b < 1. Theorem 12 thus narrows the uncertainty of both capacities to ε b for b ≈ 1.5. Furthermore, since the channel N can already communicate quantum data at the rate I c (N ) using a non-degenerate quantum error correcting code [17, 21, 4] , Theorem 12 shows that degenerate codes only improve quantum communication rates in O(ε b ) for b ≈ 1.5. Such a code also transmits private data, and shielding cannot improve the private capacity by the same order.
Generalized Pauli channels
In this section, we apply our results from Section 3 to the generalized Pauli channels on finite dimension d. This class of channels includes the depolarizing channel and the XZ-channel acting on qubits. The quantum and private capacities of these channels have remained unknown for more than 20 years (except for very special extreme values of the noise parameters).
Our main result is that for generalized Pauli channels that are ε-close to the identity channel, the upper bound for the degradability parameter in Theorem 11 can be improved to O(ε 2 ). We show how a complementary channel with suitably modified noise parameter can be used to achieve such improved approximate degrading.
We start by introducing the generalized Pauli channels on finite dimension d. Define the generalized Pauli X and Z operators on C d : 
where {p U } U∈G is a probability distribution. The above reduces to the Pauli channel in the special case d = 2,
where X, Y, Z are the usual Pauli matrices in B(C 2 ), and p = (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) is a probability distribution.
We first illustrate the main ideas on the simpler depolarizing channel, and then state the general result for the Pauli channel which we prove in Appendix A. Generalization to higher dimensions can be done by expressing the channel input in the basis G, and noting that the generalized Pauli channel acts diagonally in this basis. The derivation is straightforward and left as an exercise for the interested readers.
Depolarizing channel
We first consider the qubit depolarizing channel with error p:
which corresponds to setting p 1 = p 2 = p 3 = p 3 in (14) . Note that id −D p ⋄ = 2p, which can be seen as follows: The diamond norm distance in (1) is at least 2p by choosing M to be the maximally entangled state, and at most 2p by the feasible solution Z AB = pJ (id) in (2 The complementary channel of D p , which we refer to as the epolarizing channel (cf. [13] ), can be chosen to be
Using (15) and (16), we further obtain
We set s = p + ap 2 and
which is given by the difference between (16) and (17) .
We first show that for some a, D c s
, and we derive the following upper bound on the degradability parameter dg(D p ),
To upper bound Φ ⋄ , we apply Lemma 1, which states that
Hence, we need to evaluate J (Φ) max , where the Choi matrix is given by J (Φ) = ∑ 1 i,j=0 |i j| ⊗ Φ(|i j|). Due to the block structure of the Choi matrix, J (Φ) max = max i,j Φ(|i j|) max . To find this maximum, first note that for any i and j, the quantities tr(|i j|), | X, |i j| |, | Y, |i j| |, and | Z, |i j| | can only be 0 or 1. So, from inspection of the difference between (16) and (17), max i,j Φ(|i j|) max is either s − p = ap 2 , or
Expanding c(p) in a Taylor series around p = 0 yields Finally, to prove the stronger assertion of the theorem,
we keep the choice a = 8 3 to enforce that all coefficients of
by Corollary 2. However, we upper bound Φ ⋄ with a different technique. Since Φ is a Hermiticitypreserving map, its diamond norm is maximized by a rank-1 state (see for example [33] 
It follows from (16) and (17) that
, where
with c(p) as defined in (19) . Using the triangle inequality for the trace norm, we get Combining Theorem 13 with Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, and using the fact that
we obtain the following: Theorem 14. For small p, the quantum and private capacity of the qubit depolarizing channel D p are given by
Pauli channels and the XZ-channel
The above discussion can be extended to all Pauli channels of the form in (14) . 
where again
. 2 We then have the following result, whose proof we give in Appendix A: 
If c i = 0 for some i, then any choice of a i for that i yields (22) . Furthermore, we have 
that implements independent X and Z errors by applying an X-dephasing with probability p, and a Z-dephasing with probability q. For our discussion, we set p = q and denote the resulting XZ-channel by C p ,
Thus, we have 
Exploiting the block structure
that follows from (27) together with the triangle inequality for the trace norm, we obtain the upper bound
and a Taylor expansion of the right-hand side of (25) shows that dg(
which proves the claim. 3 In Figure 4 we compare the optimal degradability parameter dg(C p ) with the quantity C c p − C c s • C p ⋄ and the analytical upper bound 16p 2 + 32p 5/2 obtained from Theorem 17.
Numerics suggest that the coherent information I c (C p ) is achieved by a completely mixed state π = I/2, giving
Putting Corollary 16 and Theorem 17 together, and using the above coherent information expression, we obtain Corollary 18. For small p, the quantum and private capacity of the XZ-channel C p = N XZ p,p with equal X-and Z-dephasing probability are given by
Conclusion
Our results can be extended to cover generalized low-noise channels N , for which there exists another channel M such that M • N − I ⋄ ≤ ǫ. For example, this includes all channels that are close to isometric channels. For a generalized low-noise channel, we have by Theorem 11 that and N has degradability parameter no bigger than 2ǫ 3/2 . We thus find that the same bounds as in Theorem 12 apply in the case of a generalized low-noise channel N .
We conclude with some implications of our results. The quantum and private capacities of a quantum channel are intractable to calculate in general. This is because nonadditivity effects require us to regularize the coherent information and private information to obtain the quantum and private capacity, respectively. We have shown that for low-noise channels, for which N − id ⋄ ≤ ε, such nonadditivity effects are negligible. In particular, we find that both the private and quantum capacities of these channels are given by the one-shot coherent information I c (N ), up to corrections of order ε 1.5 log ε. Furthermore, for the qubit depolarizing channel D p we obtain even tighter bounds for both the quantum and private capacities: The nonadditivty of coherent information for a general channel implies that degenerate codes are sometimes needed to achieve the quantum capacity [6, 24, 8, 26, 25, 3] , but little is known about these codes despite 20 years of research. Having shown that the coherent information is essentially the quantum capacity for low-noise channels, we have also arrived at a refreshing result that using random block codes on the typical subspace of the optimal input (for the 1-shot coherent information) essentially achieves the capacity.
Likewise, our findings have implications in quantum cryptography. In quantum key distribution, quantum states are transmitted through well-characterized noisy quantum channels that are subject to further adversarial attacks. Parameter estimation is used to determine the effective channel (see for example [19] ) and the optimal key rate of one-way quantum key distribution is the private capacity of the effective channel. These effective channels typically have low noise (e.g., 1 − 2% in [28] ), and our results imply near-optimality of the simple classical error correction and privacy amplification procedures that approach the one-shot coherent information of the effective channel. In particular, for the XZ-channel with bit-flip probability p, the optimal key rate is 1 − 2h(p) + O(p 2 log p). 
where we substituted a i = 4 ∑ j =i c j in the last line. Expanding u i for p ≈ 0 gives
From (28) and (29) 
